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Abstract. Commitments play a central role in multi-agent coordination. How-
ever, they are inherently uncertain and it is important to take these uncertainties
into account during planning and scheduling. This paper addresses the problem
of handling the uncertainty in commitments. We propose a new model of commit-
ment that incorporates the uncertainty, the use of contingency analysis to reduce
the uncertainty, and a negotiation framework for handling commitments with un-
certainty.

1 Introduction

In a multi-agent system, each agent can only have a partial view of other agents’ be-
havior. Therefore, in order to coordinate the agents’ activities, the agents need to have a
mechanism to bridge their activities based on the partial knowledge. Commitments has
emerged, among many research groups [1–3, 8], as the bridge for multi-agent coordina-
tion and planning.

By definition, a commitment specifies a pledge to do a certain course of action [9].
A number of commitment semantics have been proposed, for example, the “Deadline”
commitment �����	��
��������� in [3], means a commitment to do (achieve quality 
 or above
for) a task � at a time � so that it finishes before a specified deadline, ����� . When such a
pledge is offered, the receiving agent can then do its own reasoning and planning based
on this commitment, and thus achieves coordination between the agents.

However, there are a number of uncertainties associated with commitments. First,
there is the question about whether or not the commitment can be fulfilled by the offer-
ing agent. Tasks may fail, for example, and thus cannot achieve the quality promised.
Or, the results may be delayed and therefore cannot meet the deadline. Also, the task
� itself may depend on some preceding actions, and there are uncertainties about those
�
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actions. Since the receiving agent depends on the predictable outcome of the commit-
ment, this uncertainty must be considered. This type of uncertainty originates from the
uncertainty of the underlying tasks. In this paper we propose the modeling of such un-
certainty in terms of a distribution of the possible outcomes of a commitment, based on
the statistical behavior of the tasks.

A second source of uncertainty comes from the agent decision/planning process. As
we know, flexibility is needed in order for the agent to operate in a dynamic environ-
ment. Therefore, when an agent’s beliefs and desires change, the agent should be able
to change or revoke its commitments [9]. Hence, changes in the commitment can occur
because of tasks not directly related to the fulfillment of the commitment. To the re-
ceiving agent, this can cause problems because its actions may depend on the honoring
of the commitment in the offering agent. This aspect of uncertainty originates from the
existence of commitment itself, not from the underlying tasks. In other words, it is in-
herent to the making of the commitment itself and not from possible underperformance
of tasks, which is already addressed as the first source of uncertainty. In this paper we
take into account of this uncertainty by explicitly describing the possibility of future
modification/revocation of the commitment. Contingency planning [11], a mechanism
for handling uncertain failures, is used in this work in order to reduce uncertainty and
plan for possible future events such as failure or de-commitment. Also, a number of ap-
proaches have been proposed to handle this particular type of uncertainty, such as using
a leveled commitments contracting protocol [13] and using option pricing schemes for
evaluating contracts [14].

There is still another form of uncertainty caused by the partial knowledge of the
offering agent regarding the agent who needs this commitment. Namely, how important
or useful the commitment is to the receiving agent, and when the commitment would
be not very useful to the receiving agent? To tackle this problem we define the marginal
gain or loss [12] value of commitment and use this value to decide how the agents
perform their reasoning and planning.

For coordination to be successful when there are these forms of uncertainties, there
must be structures that allow agents to interact predictably, and also flexibility for dy-
namic environment and imprecise viewpoints, in addition to the local reasoning ca-
pability [5]. For this purpose, we propose a domain-independent, flexible negotiation
framework for the agents to negotiate their commitments. Our work differs from the
conventions and social conventions [8, 9] in that our negotiation framework is domain-
independent, and allows the agent to integrate the negotiation process in problem solv-
ing and dynamically reason about the local and social impact of changes of commit-
ment, whereas conventions and social conventions define a set of rules for the agents
to reconsider their commitments and ramifications to other agents when commitments
change.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the modeling
of commitments, focusing on the uncertainties we discussed above. Section 3 discusses
the impact of uncertainty in commitments on planning and scheduling, in particular
the use of contingency analysis. In Section 4 we discuss the negotiation framework
for handling the commitments with uncertainty. Experimental results illustrating the



strength of our approach, is provided in Section 5. We conclude with a brief summary
in Section 6.

2 Uncertainty in Commitments

For the purpose of illustration, our discussion uses the TÆMS framework [4] for mod-
eling the agent task environment. This does not introduce loss of generality because
TÆMS is domain-independent and capable of expressing complex task environments.
In terms of reasoning and coordination using the TÆMS, our discussion will focus
around the scheduling framework of Design-to-Criteria scheduling [17] and the Gener-
alized Partial Global Planning (GPGP/GPGP2) family of coordination mechanisms [3,
15].

The basic building blocks in TÆMS are tasks, methods, and interrelationships. Fig-
ure 1 shows (partial) specifications of a task, a method, and an enables interrelationship.

(spec_task (spec_method
(label tB) (label m2)
(supertasks tA) (supertasks tC2)
(subtasks tC1 tC2) (outcomes
(qaf q_min) (o1
(deadline 100) (density 100%) ; only one outcome
... (quality_distribution 2 70% 5 30%)

) (duration_distribution 3 50% 4 50%)
(cost_distribution 0 80% 1 20%)

(spec_enables )
(label en1) )
(from m1) ...
(to m2) )
...
)

Fig. 1. TTaems Objects

In TÆMS, agents’ problem solving knowledge is described in a terms of tasks orga-
nized in a way to reflect the decomposition of a task into lower-level tasks (via subtasks
and supertasks), and the way how the performance of lower-level tasks translates into
the performance of higher-level tasks (via the quality accumulation functions, or qaf
in short). In Figure 1 the qaf q min in task tB means that the quality of tB, q(tB), is
min(q(tC1), q(tC2)). This means that both tC1 and tC2 need to be accomplished (i.e.,
an AND relation).

Methods are atomic tasks (i.e., no subtasks), and the outcome of the method execu-
tion is characterized via the (q,c,d) tuple, which indicates the quality achieved, the cost
incurred, and duration of the execution. TÆMS allows uncertainty in method outcomes
by specifying discrete probability distributions of quality, cost, duration.



Obviously, since tasks are often interrelated, method executions cannot be always
assumed to be independent to each other, i.e., the outcome of one task/method may
affect the outcome distribution of another method. In TÆMS, such effects are cap-
tured via interrelationships such as enables, facilitates, etc. For example, � � enables ���
means � � must have accomplished a positive quality before ��� can start, essentially a
precedence constraint. In terms of conditional probability, this means that the quality
of ��� would always be zero given that the quality of � � is zero. Similarly, the em fa-
cilitates relationship specifies the change of the outcome distribution of a method given
that some other task has achieved a quality above a certain threshold.

enables

A2

c(100% 0)
q(20% 0)(80% 6)
c(100% 0)
d(100% 60)

A1

d(100% 60)

q(20% 0)(30% 2)(50% 6)

Fig. 2. Uncertainty in Commitment

The first step for incorporating uncertainty in commitments is to take into account
the uncertainty of underlying tasks. In [3], a commitment specifies only the expected
quality of the committed task. However, expected values often do not provide sufficient
information for effective coordination, especially when there are possible task failures.
For example, Figure 2 shows some tasks in the schedule of agent

�
. Suppose

�
offers

a commitment about method
���

to the agent � , and assume
���

is to be enabled by
another local method

�	�
. In this case,

�
�
itself has expected quality 4.8. But, there is

a 20% chance that method
���

will fail (q=0), and thus cannot be useful to � . Further-
more, because

���
is enabled by

���
, which also fails in 20% of the time, the result is that

the commitment has only 64% chance of being useful to � . To address this problem,
the commitment should specify a distribution of possible outcomes, i.e., “64% chance
���� ����� ��� ������� � , 36% chance � ��� ����� ��� ����� � � ”. In general, if ����� � is a
commitment about task � , the outcome distribution of ��� � � (� � C(T) � , or equivalently,
the actual outcome of task T, � � T � ) depends not only on the outcome distribution of �
(��� � � � , which does not take into account the effect of interrelationships), but also de-
pends on the outcome distributions of the set of predecessor tasks of � . A predecessor
task of � is a task that either enables � , or has some other interrelationships with � that
may change the outcome distribution of � . Obviously, the outcome of a predecessor
(i.e. � � M � ), task in turn depends on the outcomes of its own predecessors. In the sim-
plest case, let us assume that the only source of uncertainty comes from method quality,
and only enables interrelationships exist, then, the probability of the quality outcome
equals � is,

� � q(C(T))=x ��� �
 

M ! pred(T)

� � q(M) " 0 ��$#%� � � q(T)=x � (1)



Probability propagation of general cases which involve duration, cost, as well as
other types of interrelationships can be similarly deducted.

Next, because commitments are generally future-oriented, agents need to revise
their speculations about the future and therefore also the decision making over the time.
This introduces the uncertainty in decision making, in this case, the uncertainty about
whether the agent respects or honors the commitment — in addition to the probabilis-
tic outcome of commitments. For instance, we notice that an agent may de-commit its
commitments during its problem solving process, when keeping the commitments is
in conflict to its performance goal. As before, initially at time 0, agent

�
chooses the

plan
�	� � �
� and offers commitment about

���
to � . However, at time 60, where

���

completes, in the case that
�	�

fails or has ��� �
,
�

may perform re-planning and select
some alternative plan that can produce a better quality outcome. Clearly, � should be
able to know this information at time 60 rather than to notice the commitment not in
place at time 120. More interestingly, however, if we can specify at time 0 that there is
a possibility of de-commitment at a future time (60), then � can take into account that
possibility and not heavily depend on this commitment. On the other hand, if at time
60
���

finishes with quality 6, then the quality outcome of the commitment has updated
to a better distribution “80% q=6 and 20% q=0 at time 120”, because now q(

���
)=6. It

would also be helpful if this information can be updated to � . In other words, agent�
can tell � , “right now I pledge to do

���
before time 120. However, you may hear

more information about the commitment at time 60.” The additional future information
may be good (better distribution) or bad (de-commit). But the important thing is that the
other agent, � , can make arrangements ahead of time to prepare for such information,
hence better coordination.

One way to represent this uncertainty is to calculate �
� � ����� � ����� , the probability

that ����� � will remain kept at time � . The exact calculation of �
�

depends on the knowl-
edge of (1) when and what events will trigger re-scheduling, and (2) whether or not
a future re-scheduling would lead to changes in commitments — in other words, pre-
diction of future events, decisions, and actions. Obviously, for complex systems, those
information could be computationally expensive (if not impossible) to get. To avoid this
problem, we do not calculate �

�
directly, instead we focus on the first part — the events

that may cause re-scheduling to change commitments, for example,
���

’s possible fail-
ure (or low quality) at time 60. This occurs only 50% of the time, which mean in 50% of
time re-schedule will not happen at time 60, therefore, 50% is a lower bound of �

� ��� � � .
It is implied that there is no change in the commitment before time 60, because of no
re-scheduling, i.e., �

� ��� � � � � � �
. To agent � , this implies that time 60 is a possible

checkpoint for the commitment offered by
�

.

The checkpoints are calculated by analyzing the schedule to see at what times a
failure or low performance of a method could seriously affect the performance goal
of the agent in the future. In the language of contingency analysis, the tasks in the
critical region are critical to the agent performance (and/or commitment), and thus their
potential low performance outcome events would become the checkpoint events. The
event information may include: the time the event may occur, the task to be watched,
the condition for re-scheduling (i.e., quality equals 0), and a lower bound for �

�
.



The third source of uncertainty comes from the partial knowledge the other agent,
namely, how important is this commitment to others? To answer this question we first
need to know how important this commitment is to me. By knowing this we can avoid
bad coordination situations such as offering (and pay the high cost of honoring) a com-
mitment that is of little value to the receiving agent, or in the contrary, canceling a
commitment that is very important to the agent needs it for only little gain in local
performance. To solve this problem we use the notion of marginal cost and define the
marginal loss as the difference of agent performance without making the commitment
and the one making the commitment. A zero marginal loss means the commitment is
“free”, i.e., the offering agent would strive to do the same with or without making the
commitment, such as the case of

�
offers commitment on

�
�
. Like quality values,

marginal loss values are also dependent on future outcomes, and can change over time.
For example, the same commitment on

�
�
would incur a marginal loss if

�	�
finishes

with quality 2, because in that case the alternative plan � � � � ��� � would have higher ex-
pected local quality. Similarly, we define marginal gain as the difference of agent per-
formance when receiving the commitment and the one without receiving it. A marginal
gain of zero indicates that the receiving agent is indifferent to the commitment.

Marginal gain/loss can be expressed in terms of the utility values (or distributions
of utility values), in this case, task qualities. However, we need to note that since agents
may use different utility scales. Thus, we use the relative importance to indicate how
quality values in the other agent translate to the quality values in this agent. For example,
agent A may believe that utility in agent B has importance 2.0, i.e., the utility in agent
B equals twice the amount in A. Thus, it implies that a marginal gain of 5 in B can
offset maginal loss of 10 in agent A. Clearly, a rational agent would try to maximize
the value of its local utility plus margainal gain in other agents and minus the marginal
loss due to the commitment it offered. For simplicity we do not address the importance
issue here any further, and assume the importance value of 1.0 is always used, i.e., the
quality scales are the same in all agents. In order to evaluate the marginal gain/loss
against a particular commitment, we simply compare the best-quality alternatives with
and without the commitment, and use the difference as the marginal gain/loss.

As a result of the above discussion, Figure 3 shows the richer TÆMS specification
of an example commitment, which pledges to do task

�
�
:

3 The Impact on Planning and Scheduling

Now that a commitment has uncertainty associated with it, agents can no longer regard a
commitment as guaranteed, and assume the absence of failures. Therefore, planning and
scheduling in an agent becomes harder. However, the benefit of using uncertainty comes
from better understanding of the commitment in the agents and therefore more effective
coordination. To achieve this, we also need to change the local scheduling/planning ac-
tivities. Traditionally, when the uncertainty of commitment is overlooked and thus the
commitment is assumed to be failure proof, re-scheduling is often performed reactively
to handle the appearance of an unexpected failure that blocks the further execution.
This type of reaction is forced upon rather than being planned ahead. In a time sensitive
environment, it is often too late. Therefore, it is desirable that the agent has the capabil-



(spec_uncertain_commitment
(label com1) (from_agent agentA) (to_agent agentB)
(task A2)
(type deadline)
(outcomes ;; -- uncertain outcomes
(o1

(density 100%)
(quality 6 64% 0 36%) (finish_time 120 100%)))

(update ;; -- list of possible checkpoints
(u1

(lowerbound 50%) (update_time 60 100%)))
(marginal_loss 0.0) ;; -- no marginal cost to agent A
...

)

Fig. 3. Commitment that incorporates uncertainties

ity of planning in anticipation of possible failures and know the options if failures do
occur. This way, necessary arrangements can be made before the failure may occur, and
also we save the effort of re-scheduling by adopting a planned-ahead action in case of
failure.

To handle possible failure outcomes in commitment, we use contingency analysis
in conjunction with the Design-to-Criteria scheduling. Due to space limitation, we can-
not describe the details of contingency analysis here; details are available in [16]. In our
approach, a failure in the commitment can be treated the same way as a failure in a local
task. First, we analyze the possible task failures (or low quality outcomes) or commit-
ment failures and identify alternatives that may improve the overall quality outcomes
when failure occurs. Through contingency analysis, the resulting schedule is no longer
a linear sequence of actions, as it is with ordinary scheduling; rather it has a branching
structure that specifies alternatives and the conditions for taking the alternatives.

To illustrate this, Figure 4 shows an example of task structures in agents A and
B. Note the relations “

�
�
enables � � ” and “

���
enables � � ”. They involve tasks in

different agents, therefore are called non-local effects (NLE). The existence of NLEs
drives the need of coordination.

Assuming both agents try to maximize their quality outcome, and they both have a
deadline of 160. Based on highest estimated utility, initially

�
would select schedule

� ��� � ��� � and B would select ��� � � � � � . Then, after the agents detect the NLE between�
�
and � � , � would proactively pledge to complete

�
�
by time 120, with some esti-

mated quality.
In Figure 5, (a) shows the linear schedules of agent

�
and � , and (b) shows the

schedules with contingency. Clearly, the linear schedule only specifies the preferred
path in the contingency schedule, where as a contingency schedule specifies s set of
paths based on possible future outcome. Using contingency analysis, the value of a
schedule is now computed based on this branching structure, and therefore is more
accurate. To utilize this branching structure we need to monitor the progress of the



TA1 TA2

A1 A3

A4A2

TB1 TB2

TBTA

B1

B2

B3

B4

q(10% 0)(80% 2)(10% 5)

Agent A Agent B

max

min min

max

sum sum

q(20% 0)(80% 6)

c(100% 0)

d(100% 60)

q(40% 2)(60% 4)

c(100% 0)

d(100% 20)

c(100% 0)

d(100% 40)

c(100% 0)

d(100% 60)

q(10% 0)(30% 3)(60% 6)

c(100% 0)

d(100% 70)

q(10% 0)(90% 3)

c(100% 0)

d(100% 30)

q(50% 1)(50% 3)

c(100% 0)

d(100% 30)

method

task

subtask relation

enables relation

d(100% 60)

q(20% 0)(30% 2)(50% 6)

c(100% 0)

q(10% 0)(60% 2)(30% 4)

Fig. 4. Example Task Structure

execution and dynamically discover and analyze possible future branches, and therefore
it is closely related to the monitoring of an anytime search process in the solution space
(set of possible execution paths), such as the work of [7].

Contingency analysis can also be used to handle uncertainty originated from chang-
ing/revoking the commitments. As mentioned before, we can identify the critical re-
gions in the schedule that may have significant impact on the overall quality if a failure
occur in the critical regions, thus leads to the discovery of checkpoints. On the other
hand, once we have the checkpoint information regarding a commitment, we can make
contingency schedules to specify a recovery option. Let � �

indicate that task � has
outcome � , for example, � �

for failure of � , � �

for q=2. Then we can specify a re-
covery option for ��� � � � � � such as ��� � � � �	� � � � � � to indicate that when � � finishes
with q=2 and

�	�
fails, the agent should run � � . This is a generalization of the pre-

vious case, since conceptually we can regard the failure of commitment as a type of
de-commitment which comes at the same time as the finish time of the commitment.

The use of marginal gain/loss becomes very important in scheduling and coordina-
tion. Although in our modeling of commitments, changes or de-commitments are al-
lowed (unlike the traditional case, where commitments are assumed to be fixed, that is,
in the absence of failures), these changes are social rather than local. The introduction of
marginal gain/loss ensures that commitments are properly respected in a social context.
If the overall utility of a multi-agent systems is the sum of the utilities in each agent, as-
suming the importance of activities in different agents is normalized, then only when the
marginal gain is greater than the marginal loss, a commitment is socially worthwhile.
Likewise, the commitment should be revoked only where the marginal loss is greater
than the gain. The difference between marginal gain(s) and loss(es) becomes the utility



A1

A1

B1

B1

A3

B2

A4

B3

B3

B2

(6) B1 success

(a)

(b)

1

2

6

52

3

4

1

A2

A2

(1) A1 success
(2) A1 fail
(3) A2 success
(4) A2 fail
(5) A3 success

Fig. 5. Schedules with contingency

of the commitment itself (which is different from the utility of the task being pledged).
Therefore, the social utility of a schedule is the local utility of the schedule plus/minus
the marginal gain/loss of the commitment received/offered. Note that marginal gain/loss
also changes during the course of problem solving, therefore it needs to be re-evaluated
when some tasks are finished.

4 The Negotiation Framework

In order to add flexibility to coordination, we also introduce a commitment negotia-
tion framework that allows agents to interact with each other in order to achieve better
coordination. This negotiation framework provide the following primitives for agent ne-
gotiation (here RA stands for the agent requesting/receiving the commitment, and OA
for the agent offering the commitment):

– request: RA ask an agent to make a commitment regarding a task. Additional in-
formation includes the desired parameters of the commitment (task, quality, finish
time, etc.) as well as the marginal gain information.

– propose: OA offers a commitment to one agent. Additional information includes
the commitment content (with uncertainty associated) and possible marginal loss.

– accept: RA accept the term specified in OA’s commitment.
– decline: RA chooses not to use OA’s offer. This can happen when RA does not find

the offer attractive but does not generate a counter proposal.
– counter: RA requests for a change in the parameters specified in the offered com-

mitment, i.e., makes a counter-proposal. Changes may include better quality or
quality certainty (i.e., a better distribution), different finish time, earlier/later possi-
ble checkpoints/re-schedule time

– change: OA makes changes to the commitment. The change may reflect the OA’s
reaction/compromise to RA’s counter-proposal. Of course, the RA may again use
the counter primitive to react to this modified commitment as necessary, until both
sides reach consensus.



– no-change: If the OA cannot make a change to the commitment according to the
counter-proposal, it may use this primitive to signal that it cannot make a compro-
mise.

– decommit: OA cancels its offer. This may be a result of agent re-planning.
– update: both RA and OA can provide updated or more accurate information re-

garding a commitment, such as changes in marginal gain/loss, changes in the un-
certainty profile of the commitment during the course of problem solving, etc.

– fulfilled: the task committed was accomplished by OA.
– failure: the commitment was failed (due to unfavorable task outcomes).

These primitives are used not only during the establishment of commitment, but
also during the problem solving process. Therefore, they allow agents to negotiate and
communicate their commitments dynamically during the problem solving period. The
negotiation process help agents to be better informed about each other’s desires, in-
tentions, and outcomes, therefore reduces the uncertainty in commitments and results
in better coordination. For example, at time 0, if agent

�
offers � a commitment to

complete
�
�

before time 120, agent � can see that this commitment is useless and
counter-propose agent

�
to commit on task

� �
before time 130. If such a commitment

is offered with 100% certainty, the marginal gain is 2.6. However, agent
�

can only
offer 90% certainty on

� �
, and such a commitment would cause a marginal loss of

0.72, which is acceptable to both agents. Clearly, the negotiation process helps the dis-
covery of alternative commitments that leads to better social solutions. This is done by
using marginal gain/loss information in negotiation. Without those information, agents’
coordination decisions would be based on local information only.

Under this framework, each agent can implement a policy using the primitives,
which decides its communication protocol based on the negotiation strategy the agent
will use to carry out the negotiation. The policy decides issues such as what parameters
to choose when requesting/offering a commitment, how much effort (time and itera-
tions) the agent is willing to spend on the negotiation, and how often the agent updates
its commitments, etc. For example, an agent can choose to neglect counter-proposals
if it cannot afford the planning cost or does not have the capability to reason about
counter-proposals. The policies are often domain-dependent, and the reasoning of the
policies is beyond the scope of this paper. A formal account of the reasoning models for
negotiation to form a joint decision is provided in [6]. In a general sense, negotiation can
be viewed as a distributed search problem, and the policies reflect how the agents relax
their constraints and search for compromises, such as the work of [10]. In this work, we
use a simple policy that counter-propose only when the offered commitment brings no
overall gain (i.e., marginal gain is less than marginal loss). If a counter-proposal cannot
be found, the agent simply declines the commitment.

5 Experiments

In order to validate our approach, we implemented a generic agent that can work with
a textual TÆMS input. We simulate two instances of such agent,

�
and � , to work

on the task structures presented in Figure 4. We perform some comparisons to show
how the handling of uncertainty improves coordination, and therefore improve overall



performance. We assume that both agents have deadline 160, and both agents try to
maximize quality outcomes.

First, we study the base case, where commitments do not carry uncertainty informa-
tion, and no negotiation is used: in this case, one agent pro-actively offer a commitment
to the other agent, using only expected quality and finish time. In Figure 6 we shows the
distribution of the final quality outcomes for 200 runs. Three histograms for the quality
of
�

, quality of � , and the sum of them are shown in this figure.
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Fig. 6. Base Case
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Fig. 7. Second Case: With Uncertainty

From the trace, we observed that
�

’s commitment about
���

to finish by time 120
does not leave agent � with enough time to finish task � � by its deadline 160. However
due to no negotiation, � cannot confirm that

�
�
cannot arrive earlier, and they cannot

discover an alternative commitment for task
���

, since both agents found their best local
alternative: � �	� � �
� � for

�
and ��� � � for � .

In the second case, we add uncertainty information to the commitments. The com-
mitment is still pro-active (with no negotiation), but the agents can use contingency
planning to reduce the uncertainty in commitments. Figure 7 show the results for 200
runs. Here we can see some slight improvement of quality outcomes in both agents,
but the similar pattern of histograms indicates that this has only minor impact on the
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Fig. 8. Third Case: Negotiation

scheduling. Due to no negotiation, the improvements are restricted to agent’s local ac-
tivities. For example, we notice that when

���
finishes with quality 2,

�
will choose to

switch to plan � � � � � � � instead of continue to run
�
�

(therefore effectively de-commit
its commitment) because now � � � � ��� � has higher expected utility.

As the last case, we incorporate negotiation and using the marginal gain/loss infor-
mation in commitment coordination. The results, shown in Figure 8, have very different
patterns in the histograms. This indicates that the major changes in the agent’s activi-
ties. We can see that now

�
has a relatively lower quality outcome than it does in the

previous cases, but � has significant performance improvements. The overall result is
that the sum of their qualities improved significantly. This is because the agents are able
to find a better commitment between them (namely the commitment on

���
) now. This

commitment is social in that it helps to achieve overall better utility, although not all
agents can have local gains. The following table shows the average quality outcomes in
each case.

Average Q A B sum(A,B)
Case 1 3.3 2.32 5.62
Case 2 3.49 2.67 6.16
Case 3 2.53 4.6 7.13

This also shows that the integration of all the mechanisms: negotiation, contingency
planning, and marginal gains/losses is very important in effectively handling of un-
certainties. These mechanisms handles different aspects of uncertainty, and they work
together to achieve better coordination.

6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we identified three sources of uncertainty inherent in commitments and
discussed the ways to incorporate them into the modeling of commitments, and the
mechanisms to handle the uncertainties, such as contingency analysis and negotiation.
The goal of this work is to improve coordination effectiveness, and ultimately, to im-
prove the overall utility of the multi-agent problem solving. Our results indicate that
these mechanisms significantly improves coordination.



With the introduction of uncertainties in our model of commitments, our approach
is computationally more expensive than previous approaches where uncertainties are
not explicit, especially when the distributions propagate in the analysis, and when the
number of contingent plan increases. One way to manage the complexity is to recognize
that the analysis of possible future contingency plans can be an anytime process, and
therefore we may trade off accuracy with the effort of analysis. Heuristics for effectively
pruning the search space can also be applied.

The ability to handle uncertainty in commitments is especially important in a time-
sensitive environment where agents cannot afford to re-schedule when failures occurs.
Hence, by taking into account of the possibility of failure, this work also improves the
reliability in problem solving. As the next step, we will address the issues related to
the more general problem of fault-tolerance in multi-agent systems. Interesting issues
may include: how to handle the uncertainty related to new (and possibly important)
tasks arriving to an agent (which in turn may affect scheduling), the cost of dynamic
monitoring, and the adaptive management of redundancies for fault-tolerance, etc.
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